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ABSTRACT

Powdery mildew caused by *Blumeria graminis* f. sp. *tritici* is one of the most devastating diseases in wheat (*Triticum aestivum*) worldwide. Hypersensitive, race specific genes primarily have been deployed to control the disease, however recent efforts have shifted to breeding for more durable resistance, such as ‘adult plant resistance’ (APR). Molecular markers and quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with APR to powdery mildew must first be validated and QTL effects evaluated in different genetic backgrounds and breeding populations to be useful in marker-assisted selection (MAS) programs. Eighteen simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers previously mapped near the three QTL in Massey for APR to powdery mildew were evaluated for association with APR for powdery mildew in a recombinant inbred line (RIL) breeding population derived from a cross between USG 3209 and a moderately susceptible cultivar Jaypee, wherein Massey is the resistance source for APR in USG 3209. Thirteen new SSR markers were added to the pre-existing genetic linkage maps near the three QTL associated with APR in the Becker by Massey (BM) population. Interval mapping analysis of mildew severity data collected in 2002 (F$_{5:6}$) and 2003 (F$_{6:7}$) field experiments with marker genotype data obtained in 2003 (F$_{6:7}$) confirmed the presence of three QTL for APR on chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B in the USG 3209 by Jaypee (UJ) population. The QTL on chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B explained 12% to 13%, 59% to 69%, and 22% to 48% of the phenotypic variance for powdery mildew severity in the UJ RIL populations, respectively, in the two field experiments. The efficiency of MAS was examined using powdery mildew data collected in 2002 and 2003 field experiments and also from a greenhouse experiment in 2004 (F$_{7:8}$), wherein adult plants of the 293 RILs were evaluated for disease severity using a composite of five different isolates of *B. graminis*. Selection of RILs possessing the QTL on chromosome 2A and to a lesser extent the one on chromosome 1B was effective in identifying powdery mildew resistance in both greenhouse and field
experiments, whereas the effect of the QTL on chromosome 2B was insignificant in the greenhouse. Overall, selecting RILs with QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B was most successful in identifying highly resistant RILs compared to selecting RILs having other combinations of two or three QTL combinations. The RILs possessing both QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B had mean mildew severities of 4.4% and 3.2% in 2002 and 2003 field experiments, respectively. Breeders implementing MAS programs for APR to powdery mildew via selection of RILs containing the two QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B likely will obtain RILs having high levels of resistance in the field. However, combining all three QTL may ensure greater durability of APR, on the basis that resistance conferred by QTL on chromosome 2A and 1B are genetically stable across all environments in this study.
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CHAPTER I

Literature Review
Powdery mildew caused by *Blumeria graminis* (DC.) E.O. Speer f. sp. *tritici* Ém. Marchal (syn. *Erysiphe graminis* f. sp. *tritici*), is one of the most common diseases of wheat (*Triticum aestivum* L.), prevalent throughout predominant wheat growing regions of the world including humid and semi-arid areas. Prior to the mid 19th century, powdery mildew was not considered a detrimental wheat disease, as it predominately occurred in areas having significant rainfall and maritime or semi-continental climates (Bennett, 1984). However, with the advent of semi-dwarf cultivars and extensive use of fertilizers, powdery mildew soon became one of the most economically important diseases of wheat (Hebert et al., 1948; Imani et al., 2002; Szunics et al., 2001).

Yield loss estimates attributed to powdery mildew vary greatly as yield loss and disease intensity vary from year to year depending on location, fertilization, weather conditions, and cultivars (Fried et al., 1979; Kingsland, 1982). Diseased seedlings produce fewer productive tillers compared to resistant plants or those protected with fungicides (Finney and Hall, 1972). Yield losses throughout the United States have ranged from 16% to 34% (Griffey et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1979; Kingsland, 1982; Leath and Bowen, 1989), while yield losses as high as 30% have been reported in Hungary (Szunics et al., 2001).

**Hypersensitive Resistance Genes**

Powdery mildew has been successfully managed using resistant cultivars, crop rotation, delayed planting, occasionally foliar fungicide application, and seed treatments. Utilization of resistance cultivars has provided the most economical and efficient control of the disease (Bennett, 1984). To date, 32 major gene, race-specific loci, designated Pm1-Pm32, and some other non-classified resistance genes have been reported to confer resistance to powdery mildew in wheat (Hsam et al., 2003; Huang and Röder, 2004; McIntosh et al., 1998; Singrun et al., 2003). Most race-specific major genes (*Pm* genes) are expressed by the two leaf stage and follow Flor’s gene for gene model (Flor, 1956; Powers and Sando, 1960). Genes *Pm5* and *Pm6* are only fully expressed from the four to five leaf stage (Lesbock and Briggle, 1974).
Several $Pm$ genes consist of complex loci having multiple alleles. The $Pm3$ locus, located on the short arm of chromosome 1A (Briggle, 1969), has at least 10 different alleles (Zeller and Hsam, 1998). Gene $Pm4$ has two alleles $Pm4a$ and $Pm4b$ that have been used in many breeding programs (Briggle, 1960; Jorgensen and Jensen, 1972). Six alleles have been reported at the $Pm5$ locus (Huang et al., 2000; Huang et al., 2003a; Huang et al., 2003b).

A majority of these genes are dominant in action with only four recessive gene loci being reported including $Pm5$ (Lesbock and Briggle, 1974), $Pm9$ (McIntosh et al., 1998), $Pm26$ (Rong et al., 2000), and the newly discovered gene mlRD30 (Singrun et al., 2003). Several of these $Pm$ genes were identified in closely related species of *Triticum aestivum*. Genes $Pm4a$ and $Pm5$ originated from *T. dicoccum* (Briggle, 1966; Law and Wolfe, 1966) and $Pm4b$ from *T. carthlicum* were introduced into hexaploid wheat (The et al., 1979). Genes $Pm6$ and $Pm16$ were derived from *T. timopheevii* and *T. dicoccocides*, respectively (Jorgensen and Jensen, 1972; Reader and Miller, 1991). Gene $Pm12$ was transferred from *Aegilops speltoides* and $Pm19$ from *Ae. Squarrosa* (Lutz et al., 1995; Miller et al., 1998). Four resistance genes, $Pm7$, $Pm8$, $Pm17$, and $Pm20$ (Friebe et al., 1994; Heun et al., 1990a; Heun et al., 1990b) have been derived from rye (*Secale cereale*). Gene $Pm21$ was introduced from *Haynaldia villosa* (Chen et al., 1995) and $Pm25$ was introduced by *Triticum monococcum* (Shi et al., 1998).

The strategy of using predominantly race specific genes has not been highly effective due to lack of durability of these genes (Roberts and Calwell, 1970; Shaner, 1973). Many of the race specific genes thus far deployed in commercial cultivars have been overcome by rapidly changing and dynamic pathogen populations due to selection pressure placed on the pathogen population by these major genes (Menzies and MacNeill, 1986; Roberts and Calwell, 1970).

Pyramiding several race specific genes into single cultivars also has not provided long-term durable resistance. Virulence studies conducted in the Eastern United States and in portions of Europe have indicated that virulence spectra and complexity of isolates in a
given population is correlated with resistance genes possessed by cultivars grown in a particular area (Niewoehner and Leath, 1998; Szunics et al., 2001). Persaud and Lipps (1995) discovered that a majority of isolates collected in Ohio were complex and carry from four to eight virulence genes. A similar survey conducted by Imani et al. (2002) reported that 87% of the powdery mildew isolates in Morocco contained five or more virulence genes.

**Adult Plant Resistance**

Incomplete, non-race specific resistance retarding infection, growth, and reproduction of powdery mildew in adult plants has been termed ‘slow mildewing’ (Shaner, 1973) ‘adult-plant resistance’ (APR) (Gustafon and Shaner, 1982), or ‘partial resistance’ (Hautea et al., 1987). Partial resistance extends the latent period of the fungus and reduces its sporulation (Royer et al., 1984), therefore yields are not significantly reduced (Griffey et al., 1993).

Erosion of APR to powdery mildew has not been reported despite wide cultivation within the United States of APR possessing cultivars such as Knox (Roberts and Calwell, 1970) released in 1959, followed by Redcoat in 1969 (Rouse et al., 1980). Subsequently, Knox’s APR was deployed in cultivars Knox 62 (Patterson et al., 1978) and Massey (Starling et al., 1984), which have been widely utilized in breeding programs as a source of APR resistance.

Shaner and Finney (1975) first postulated that APR in cultivar Knox behaved genetically as a quantitative trait. Chae and Fishchbeck (1979) reported that 14 chromosomes were involved in the expression of APR in cultivar Diplomat utilizing monosomics of wheat varieties Chinese Spring and Caribo. Chromosomes of group 5 were of key importance along with, although with a lesser effect, chromosomes 7A and 4D.

Genetic studies conducted on APR in winter wheat cultivars Knox 62, Massey, Redcoat, and Houser indicated that two to three genes control APR with moderate to high heritabilities (Das and Griffey, 1994b; Griffey and Das, 1994). Additive effects were
predominant in the inheritance of the trait with some significance of dominance and digenic epistasis (Das and Griffey, 1995). Chantret et al. (1999) determined that the defeated, race-specific powdery mildew resistance gene, *MIRE*, produced a dominant residual effect that was a significant component of APR in winter wheat line RE714. The single race specific gene explained 27% to 30% of the total variation in a doubled haploid population.

**Molecular Markers**

More efficient methods of breeding and selection for APR have been sought because it is difficult to assess different levels of partial resistance in field research (Gustafon and Shaner, 1982) even with numerous replications in several different environments. Molecular markers provide a viable and potential tool for breeding durable resistance in wheat. Utilizing molecular markers for indirect selection of a trait of interest, commonly referred to as marker-assisted selection or MAS, offer breeders a strategy for speeding up the breeding process.

Before the advent of molecular markers, breeders relied heavily on morphological markers for developing maps. Developing a genetic or physical map, required the occurrence of two or more alternate alleles of the same gene (normal and mutant), that were distinguishable. Few detailed genetic linkage maps were available and only for a few crops species, with a majority of markers being recessive morphological mutations that often have detrimental side effects (Melchinger, 1989). Tanksley (1983) first proposed use of two linked markers bracketing the target gene to improve marker-assisted selection.

Molecular markers offered the possibility of overcoming many of the problems associated with morphological markers by providing: 1) a virtually unlimited number of markers in any set of breeding material, 2) relatively large number of alleles, 3) markers that are not affected by environmental conditions, 4) genotyping of most molecular markers at an early developmental stage allowing for early screening, and 5) molecular markers that predominately demonstrate a co-dominant inheritance. To date, several
molecular markers have been utilized in wheat breeding: restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs), random amplified polymorphic DNAs (RAPDs), simple sequence repeats (SSRs or microsatellites), amplified length polymorphisms (AFLPs), sequence tagged sites (STS), and expressed sequence tags (ESTs).

**Restriction Fragment Length Polymorphisms**

RFLPs were the first markers used for marker assisted selection in wheat. Several genetic maps were initially produced using this new technology in bread wheat *T. aestivum* (Anderson et al., 1992; Devos and Gale, 1993; Devos et al., 1992; Xie et al., 1993). RFLP analysis begins with DNA isolation from suitable sets of plants. The DNA is then digested with a restriction enzyme that cuts DNA fragments at specific recognition sequences. These DNA fragments are then separated on an agarose gel using electrophoresis. Fragments are then transferred to a filter by Southern blotting where a radioactively labeled probe allows the detection of a specific DNA fragment. Individual fragments can then be visualized by audioradiography.

Hartl et al. (1993) followed by Ma et al. (1994) were the first to utilize RFLP markers to map race specific resistance genes to powdery mildew in wheat. Since then tightly linked markers have been identified for genes *Pm1, Pm2, Pm3, Pm4* (Ma et al., 1994), *Pm6* (Tao et al., 2000), *Pm8* (Hsam et al., 2000), *Pm12* (Jia et al., 1996), *Pm13* (Cenci et al., 1999), *Pm17* (Hsam et al., 2000), *Pm21* (Qi et al., 1996), *Pm24* (Huang et al., 1997b), and *Pm30* (Liu et al., 2002). However, RFLPs linked to race specific genes have had a limited impact on wheat breeding due to the nature of RFLP technology. RFLPs are time consuming and labor intensive as they cannot be automated and require large amounts of DNA. This technique is too expensive for rapid evaluations of large numbers of progenies commonly used in commercial breeding programs. Furthermore, levels of polymorphism revealed among adapted varieties is very low (Chao et al., 1989; Devos and Gale, 1992); therefore breeders may often only adopt the technology when transferring genes from wild relatives (Jia et al., 1996).
Polymerase Chain Reaction Markers

The *in vitro* polymerase chain reaction (PCR) has proven to be a revolutionary method for molecular biology since its inception in 1985. The PCR technique is rapid and inexpensive allowing many laboratories to adopt the new technology. PCR technology is based on use of oglionucleotide primers combined with thermal stable DNA polymerase, followed by varying levels of annealing and extension temperatures, that allows for exponential amplification of segments of DNA. PCR-based markers fall into two groups: those that use sequence arbitrary methods (RAPDs and AFLPs) and those which require sequence knowledge (SSRs, STS, and ESTs).

Random Fragment Amplified Polymorphisms DNA

Random amplified polymorphisms (RAPDs), developed by Williams et al. (1990), promised to overcome problems of RFLP technology. RAPDs are the result of amplification using a single, short, sequence arbitrary designed oglionucleotide. Amplification is carried out under low annealing temperature (35 to 37°C). Specific primers selected to carry out amplification are generally a 10 mer primer that can be transferred between species. DNA fragments of low complexity are visualized by ethidium bromide staining producing a dominant type marker.

RAPDs have been applied in wheat to tag powdery mildew resistance genes *Pm1* (Hu et al., 1997), *Pm8* (Iqbal and Rayburn, 1995), *Pm21* (Qi et al., 1996), and *Pm25* (Shi et al., 1998). However, similar to RFLPs, RAPDs had a limited impact on breeding for mildew resistance due to the low levels of polymorphism and reproducibility problems (Devos and Gale, 1992). Fortunately, RAPDs can be converted into a reliable type of PCR-based marker known as a SCAR (sequence characterized amplified regions) or sometimes referred to as sequence tagged site (STS) marker. Neu et al. (2002) were able to convert RAPD marker UBC638 (Hu et al., 1997) into a dominant SCAR marker, STS638, to select for *Lr20-Pm1* resistance locus in hexaploid wheat.
Amplified Fragment Length Polymorphisms

The amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) technique is an arbitrary sequence, PCR method based on the digestion of DNA with one or more restriction enzymes (Vos et al., 1995). In this technique, DNA is first digested with one or more restriction endonucleases. An adapter of known sequence is ligated to the digested genomic DNA. The DNA fragments are then amplified using primers with sequence specificity for the adapter. The primer(s) also contain one or more bases on the 3’ end which provide amplification selectivity by limiting numbers of perfect matches between the primer and adapter/DNA templates. Fragments are then visualized on acrylamide gels by labeling one of the primers. Observed patterns of AFLP are dominant in type and relatively complex, depending on primer pairs and endonucleases restriction.

The AFLP approach, which allows detection of high levels of polymorphic alleles coupled with high reproducibility, makes this technology attractive to plant breeders. Furthermore, Maughan et al. (1996) found AFLP markers to be inherited in a stable Mendelian fashion when assessing the variation of AFLPs in cultivated soybean (Glycine max) and wild soybean (Glycine soja) Zeller et al. (2002) closely linked three AFLP markers to gene Pm29 in wheat line Pova derived from Poros wheat (Aegilops ovata) alien addition line. The AFLP technique compared to other PCR techniques, STS and SSR, is rather time consuming and labor intensive as DNA fragments must be digested followed by separate amplification steps of PCR. The large complex wheat genome also poses several problems that may result in detection of too many bands causing smearing of products.

Sequence Tagged Sites

A RFLP marker linked to a desired trait can be converted into a PCR, STS marker, based on the nucleotide sequence of the probe giving a polymorphic banding pattern (Olson et al., 1989). A STS marker is based on a pair of primers that are designed by sequencing a RFLP mapped with a low copy number sequence. These markers predominately produce a dominant banding pattern that can easily be assayed in marker-assisted selection for a trait of interest. Mohler et al. (2001) converted the RFLP probe, IAG95, into a dominant
STS marker developed for the selection of the Pm8/Pm17 locus. The STS marker could differentiate between cultivars carrying gene Pm8 from those with Pm17.

Simple Sequence Repeats
Simple sequence repeats (SSRs), otherwise known as microsatellites, are sequence dependent and have become a popular marker of choice for use in laboratories. The SSR technique is based on tandemly repeated DNA motifs found throughout an organism’s genome. The repeat regions are generally di-, tri-, and tetra- repeated nucleotide DNA sequences. Each SSR must be cloned and sequenced before a useful marker can be generated. Small fragment genomic libraries are screened for clones containing the SSR sequence using oligonucleotide probe complimentary to the repeat motif. Each positive clone from the library is then sequenced. Oligonucleotide primers complimentary to the DNA sequence flanking both sides of the repeats are synthesized and used for PCR amplification. Radioactive labeling or fluorescent labeling of one deoxynucleotide followed by separation on a polyacrylamide or high agarose gel, allows amplified fragments to be visualized.

SSRs have become the marker system of choice in wheat due to high levels of polymorphism, their co-dominant inheritance, ease of distribution between laboratories, and in most cases chromosome specificity (Röder et al., 1995). Currently, over 450 microsatellite markers have been published and added to the wheat genetic map by various research groups (Gupta et al., 2002; Guyomaréh et al., 2002; Pestsova et al., 2000; Röder et al., 1998; Sourdille et al., 2003; Stephenson et al., 1998). Another 534 SSRs (Song et al., 2002) are unpublished with sequence information available to the general public at the GrainGenes database (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov). Somers et al. (2004), using all available markers, created a high density microsatellite consensus map for bread wheat with 1,235 microsatellite loci, covering 2,569 cM, giving an average interval distance of 2.2 cM.

Subsequently, SSRs have been applied to tag powdery mildew resistance genes in wheat. Bougot et al. (2002) were able to use the PSP2999 primer pair (Devos et al., 1995) to
distinguish different alleles at the *Pm3* locus for powdery mildew resistance in different genetic backgrounds. The same amplification pattern was observed among different lines with alleles *Pm3a, Pm3b, Pm3e, Pm3f*, and *Pm3g*. Lines carrying the *Pm3d* allele and susceptible allele at the *Pm3* locus, displayed a different banding pattern. Similarly, Huang et al. (2003a) mapped *Pm5e* to chromosome 7B and Xie et al. (2003) mapped the newly discovered gene, *M1G*, to chromosome 6 of wheat with tightly linked SSR markers.

**Expressed Sequence Tagged Site-Simple Sequence Repeats**

Traditional SSRs have minor problems that recent marker technology has attempted to overcome. Genomic SSRs were mostly derived from intergenic regions having no gene function and the procedure for developing markers was costly and tedious. Expressed-sequence tagged site simple sequence repeats (EST-SSRs) are derived from single-pass sequences of complimentary DNAs (cDNAs) from different species, which represent only the expressed sequences of the genome. EST-SSRs can be developed at little cost from an EST database and once developed can be transferred across a number of species (Gupta et al., 2003; Yu et al., 2004).

Gao et al. (2004) added a total of 101 EST-SSR markers covering 20 chromosomes to the existing wheat genetic map. Seventy-four of the 101 loci showed significant similarities to known genes. Similarly, La Rota and Sorrells (2003) and Yu et al. (2004) presented 5,425 and 400 EST-SSR sequences, respectively, on to the GrainGenes database (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov). Even though EST-SSRs are exceedingly easier to produce than genomic SSRs, their level of polymorphism thus far has been relatively low in wheat. Eujayl et al. (2002) found the level of polymorphism detected by EST-SSRs to be relatively low (25%) compared to genomic SSRs (53%) in wheat.

**Map Construction**

Genetic maps of molecular markers in plants have conventionally been constructed by segregation analysis of progeny derived from a F$_1$ cross of homozygous parents. The first genetic maps in plants and wheat were created from F$_2$ populations or backcross
generations. Several genes for powdery mildew resistance (Jia et al., 1996; Ma et al., 1994), and leaf rust resistance (\textit{Puccinia recondita}) (Dedryver et al., 1996; Feuillet et al., 1995; Sacco et al., 1998), were mapped utilizing F\textsubscript{2} populations in wheat. However, performing marker analysis on all individual F\textsubscript{2} plants in many cases is very time consuming and tedious. Furthermore, obtaining accurate readings on an individual F\textsubscript{2} plant is often difficult. Therefore, other mapping strategies using recombinant inbred lines, doubled haploid lines, near isogenic lines, and bulk segregant analysis have been developed to map genes and quantitative trait loci (QTL).

Another method employed to map resistance genes is the use of near isogenic lines (NILs) developed by means of the backcross method. The donor parent carrying the gene of interest is repeatedly backcrossed to the recurrent parent, usually a cultivated line. Backcrossing is accompanied by selection for the resistance gene with recovery of the other properties of the recurrent parent. In theory, after five to six generations of backcrossing, isogenic lines will contain all portions of the genome of the recurrent parent and only a small segment of the target gene from the donor parent. Genetic markers that are polymorphic between the NIL and its recurrent parent are in theory linked to the target gene (Muehlbauer et al., 1988; Young et al., 1988).

Recently, Ma et al. (2004) were able to closely link a STS and a SSR marker to gene \textit{Pm4a} using near isogenic line CI14123 (Briggle, 1969) developed by backcrossing durum wheat cultivar Yuma possessing \textit{Pm4a} to the susceptible cultivar Chancellor for eight generations. Although NILs have been used with relative success in mapping powdery mildew and other disease resistance genes in wheat, development of such lines, especially in a self-pollinated crop, is a time consuming and tedious process.

Recombinant inbred lines (RILs) and doubled haploid (DH) populations provide a permanent mapping resource as seed can be continuously replenished from generation to generation allowing data to be continuously added in different environments. Therefore, RILs and doubled haploid populations are better suited for analysis of quantitative traits, compared to F\textsubscript{2} populations (Burr et al., 1988). Recombinant inbred lines are created
optimally by single seed descent from sibling F2 plants through at least five or more generations of inbreeding. Doubled haploid lines are produced via interspecific and intergenic crosses or androgenesis. Continuous selfing or haploid production leads to lines containing different combinations of linkage blocks from the original parents. Doubled haploid populations were utilized to locate and map mildew resistance gene $Pm3g$ (Sourdille et al., 1999). RILs have been exploited to a greater extent in wheat. Durable resistance to leaf rust ($Puccinia recondita$) (Messmer et al., 2000), Fusarium head blight ($Fusarium graminearum$) (Guo et al., 2003; Shen et al., 2003), powdery mildew (Cenci et al., 1999), and single gene stripe rust resistance (Boukhatem et al., 2002) have been mapped with RILs.

Bulk segregant analysis (BSA) provides a rapid method for identifying markers linked to a gene of interest in a population (Michelmore et al., 1991). Using the BSA method, two bulks having distinct and often contrasting phenotypes for the trait of interest are generated from a segregating population from a single cross. Each pool, or bulk, contains individuals that are identical for a particular trait. All other genomic regions are considered arbitrary, other than those affecting the trait of interest. Markers that are polymorphic between the pools will be genetically linked to the loci determining the trait used to construct the pools. In wheat there are only a few examples of where disease resistance genes have been tagged using the BSA method mainly due to the large genome size, low polymorphisms level, and existence of repeated sequences.

However, mapping and locating powdery mildew resistance in wheat by means of the BSA method has been relatively successful. Hartl et al. (1995) and Shi et al. (1998) created RAPD primers linked to $Pm18$ and $Pm25$, respectively. Chantret et al. (2000) created a bulk consisting of nine resistant and nine susceptible individuals selected from 140 F3 families from a cross of a powdery mildew resistant source, RE714, by a susceptible source, Hardi. As a result, the powdery mildew resistance gene, $MIRE$, and a QTL were mapped by microsatellite markers.
Mapping Adult Plant Resistance

Several QTL for APR to powdery mildew have been localized in different wheat populations using molecular markers. Keller et al. (1999) was first to map QTL associated with APR to powdery mildew in a population of 226 recombinant inbred lines derived from a cross of the spelt variety, Oberkulmer, by winter wheat cultivar, Forno. QTL analysis was based on a genetic map containing 176 RFLP probes and 9 SSRs. Eighteen total QTL were detected explaining 77% of the phenotypic variance. Two major QTL were consistently identified in all environments and years tested. QTL located on chromosomes 5A and 7B explained 22.9% and 31.8%, respectively. The 7B QTL was localized in the direct vicinity of gene \( Pm5 \).

Liu et al. (2001) detected three QTL in a Massey, a cultivar possessing APR, by Becker, susceptible cultivar, \( F_{2:3} \) population. The three QTL located on chromosome 1B, 2A, and 2B explained 17%, 29%, and 11% of the total variation, respectively. The major QTL located on chromosome 2A was located near the \( Pm4 \) locus. In a multi-QTL model, the three QTL explained 50% of the variation for APR. Presence of the three QTL was confirmed in a set of 97 RILs over a three year period.

Similarly, Chantret et al. (2000) located and mapped one QTL and one hypersensitive gene (\( MlRE \)) with a residual effect on APR (Chantret et al., 1999) in winter wheat line RE714 using BSA. A total of 109 SSRs were surveyed in two bulks. \( MlRE \) was located on chromosome 6A and the QTL conferring APR was on chromosome 5D. The QTL explained 16.8% to 25.3% of the total variation in a \( F_{2:3} \) RE714 by Hardi population. A doubled haploid population was then created using the resistant source RE714 in two susceptible backgrounds, Hardi and Festin (Mingeot et al., 2002). A total of nine QTL were detected with the effects of residual genes \( Pm4b \) and \( MlRE \). Two major QTL on chromosome 5D and the \( MlRE \) locus, located on 6A, were identified in all years and environments. Defeated hypersensitive gene \( MlRE \) and a 5D QTL explained 20.5% to 53.9% and 22.3% to 54.3% of the total variation, respectively. Effects of \( Pm4b \), located on chromosome 2A, were only observed in two out of three locations tested in the RE714.
by Festin population and explained 22.7% to 39.2% of the variation over a three year study.

**Marker-Assisted Selection**
Molecular markers tightly linked, co-segregating, or flanking a gene or QTL of interest provide plant breeders with a useful tool as they can: 1) identify resistance genes or QTL without tedious disease screening, 2) possibly shorten the time for cultivar development by identifying homozygous from heterozygous plants, and 3) allow the pyramiding of several disease resistance genes even when corresponding virulence spectra may overlap or may be non-existent.

Conventional assessment of quantitative trait resistance, particularly for APR to powdery mildew, relies heavily on repetitious ratings in several different environments to calculate an area under disease progress curve (AUDPC) (Das and Griffey, 1994a; Shaner and Finney, 1977). If mildew pressure is inadequate or non-existent during a field season, disease assessments would not be accurate. Furthermore, a hypersensitive $Pm$ gene conferring total resistance in the field would not allow varying levels of APR to be adequately assessed. Molecular markers linked to APR QTL for powdery mildew could assist breeders in selecting for APR in the presence of non-defeated $Pm$ genes in early generations.

Molecular markers tightly linked to resistance genes can facilitate their pyramiding into a single elite cultivar, with the possibility of creating more durable or broad spectrum resistance. Liu et al. (2000) were able to successfully integrate three powdery mildew gene combinations $Pm2 + Pm4a$, $Pm2 + Pm21$, and $Pm4a + Pm21$ into wheat cultivar Yang158. Double homozygote plants were selected from small $F_2$ populations with the assistance of RFLPs flanking the mildew resistance genes. As $Pm21$ confers resistance to all known mildew isolates in China and Europe, conventional breeding strategies for pyramiding resistance would be difficult. Using similar pyramiding schemes in rice, four bacterial blight resistance genes $Xa-4$, $xa-5$, $xa-13$, and $Xa-21$ (Huang et al., 1997a) and
three genes for blast resistance *pi1*, *Piz5*, and *Pita* (Hittalmani et al., 2000) were incorporated into single rice cultivars using PCR based markers and RFLPs.

Incorporating and pyramiding favorable QTL from wild relatives with the use of MAS involves the advanced backcross (AB)-QTL method first proposed by Tanksley and Nelson (1996). This method requires the development of NILs with a single QTL being integrated. Development of these NILs requires a controlled program of backcrossing, similar to the MAS program for a single gene, or only one QTL resistance allele. The targeted QTL, along with the non-targeted QTL, are monitored by a single marker or group of flanking markers as successive backcrosses occur to a recurrent parent. These NILs containing individual QTL and having a positive effect on the quantitative trait can then be backcrossed into a single line using markers to monitor each individual QTL.

Castro et al. (2003a) pyramided one QTL for barley (*Hordeum vulgare*) stripe rust (*Puccinia striiformis*) resistance obtained from experimental line ‘D1-72’, carrying a resistance QTL on chromosome 5, and two QTL on chromosomes 4 and 7 from cultivar ‘Orca’. The three QTL were then backcrossed into stripe rust susceptible line ‘Harrington’ using flanking RFLPs. Together, the three QTL explained 94% of the genotypic variance in a new genetic background for adult plant resistance to stripe rust (Castro et al., 2003b).

However, MAS, particularly for QTL, has had a limited impact on plant breeding to date. Numerous studies and simulations have attempted to increase and maximize the efficiency of marker-assisted selection for quantitative traits, yet have yielded little progress (van Berloo and Stam, 1998; van Berloo and Stam, 1999; Yousef and Juvik, 2001). Often markers linked to genes or QTL in one population are monomorphic in a population containing the same resistance source; therefore making selection in the new population not possible.

A significant problem encountered when mapping quantitative traits is the effect of genotype by environmental (GE) interaction. QTL mapped in one environment often do
not have the same contribution in other environments or they may have opposite genetic effects on a quantitative trait (Melchinger et al., 1998). Yan et al. (1999) mapped eight quantitative traits in rice and found significant GE interaction involved in all traits observed. QTL identified in one environment explaining a significant portion of the variance were often non-existent in other environments. Other QTL were only controlled by the GE interaction without main genetic effects.

One of the most promising contributions in mapping QTL offered to the plant breeder was the ability to concurrently assay 100 to 200 plants to accurately map QTL locations and contributions. Early published studies with replicated trials employed 100 to 200 progeny, requiring excessive labor and costs for phenotyping and genotyping large populations with RFLPs. However, studies have shown that assaying small numbers of progeny (less than 200) leads to over estimation of QTL effects and underestimation of QTL numbers (Lande and Thompson, 1990; Melchinger et al., 1998). Knapp and Bridges (1990) demonstrated that for any quantitative trait, QTL mapping is improved by increasing the number of lines contained in the population and evaluating the population once, rather than evaluating small populations in several environments.

As large numbers of SSR markers are publicly available in all crop species and marker screening can be easily automated, new QTL mapping projects consist of large populations, tested in several environments, and genetic backgrounds. Breeders attempting to apply QTL mapped in small populations must first verify QTL effects in new populations as estimates may be biased in the mapping population (Langridge and Chalmers, 1998). Additional markers should be added to original mapping populations to increase the level of polymorphic markers in different genetic backgrounds and decrease distances between the QTL and marker loci. Once additional markers are added and QTL effects are validated in a different genetic background, a MAS selection program can be initiated.
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CHAPTER II
Validation and Saturation of Three Quantitative Trait Loci Conferring
Adult Plant Resistance to Powdery Mildew with PCR-Based Markers in
an Elite Wheat Breeding Population
Abstract

Powdery mildew caused by *Blumeria graminis* f. sp. *tritici* is one of the most devastating diseases in wheat (*Triticum aestivum*) worldwide. Hypersensitive, race specific genes primarily have been deployed to control the disease, however recent efforts have shifted to breeding for more durable resistance, such as ‘adult plant resistance’ (APR). Molecular markers and quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with APR to powdery mildew must first be validated and QTL effects evaluated in different genetic backgrounds and breeding populations to be useful in marker-assisted selection (MAS) programs. Previously, three QTL for APR resistance to powdery mildew in cultivar Massey were mapped in a Becker by Massey (BM) F$_{2:3}$ population and further confirmed over a three year period in a set of recombinant inbred lines (RILs). Eighteen simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers previously mapped near the three QTL in Massey for APR to powdery mildew were examined for association with APR to powdery mildew in a RIL breeding population derived from a cross between USG 3209 and a moderately susceptible cultivar Jaypee, wherein Massey is the resistance source for APR in USG 3209. Thirteen new SSR markers were added to the pre-existing BM F$_{2:3}$ linkage maps near the QTL for APR on chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B. Genetic linkage maps comprised of 21 SSRs on chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B were constructed in the USG 3209 by Jaypee (UJ) F$_{6:7}$ population. Interval mapping analysis of mildew severity data collected in 2002 (F$_{5:6}$) and 2003 (F$_{6:7}$) field experiments with marker genotypic data obtained in 2003 (F$_{6:7}$) confirmed the presence of three QTL for APR on chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B in the UJ population. The QTL on chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B explained 12% to 13%, 59% to 69%, and 22% to 48% of the phenotypic variance for powdery mildew severity in the UJ RIL populations, respectively, in two field experiments. The current study verifies that the elite wheat cultivar USG 3209 possesses the same QTL for APR as its parent Massey and validates that SSRs from the original BM F$_{2:3}$ mapping population can be used successfully for MAS in the UJ elite breeding population.
Introduction

Powdery mildew, caused by *Blumeria graminis* f. sp. *tritici*, is one of the most devastating diseases of common wheat (*Triticum aestivum*). Yield losses ranging from 16% to 34% have been reported in the United States (Griffey et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1979; Kingsland, 1982; Leath and Bowen, 1989). Utilization of resistance cultivars has provided the most economical and efficient control of the disease (Bennett, 1984). To date, 32 major gene, race-specific loci, designated *Pm1-Pm32*, as well as other non-characterized resistance genes have been reported to confer resistance to powdery mildew in wheat (Hsam et al., 2003; Huang and Röder, 2004; McIntosh et al., 1998; Singrun et al., 2003). These genes confer complete resistance to the pathogen throughout the life cycle of the host. However, this resistance is ephemeral and generally has been overcome by rapidly changing, dynamic powdery mildew populations (Roberts and Calwell, 1970; Shaner, 1973).

Some wheat cultivars exhibit resistance that delays infection and reduces growth of the pathogen, rather than conferring immunity or complete resistance. This form of resistance has been termed ‘slow mildewing’ (Roberts and Calwell, 1970), ‘adult plant resistance’ (APR) (Gustafon and Shaner, 1982), or ‘partial resistance’ (Hautea et al., 1987). APR is more durable than that conferred by race-specific major genes, but it is difficult to assess in field conditions due to its quantitative nature (Gustafon and Shaner, 1982). Quantitative trait loci (QTL) linked to APR for powdery mildew in wheat cultivars Forno (Keller et al., 1999), Massey (Liu et al., 2001), and RE714 (Chantret et al., 2000; Chantret et al., 2001; Mingeot et al., 2002) have been mapped using simple sequence repeats (SSRs) and restriction fragment length polymorphisms (RFLPs).

SSRs have become the marker system of choice in wheat because they are highly polymorphic, genome specific, and current coverage of genetic maps are sufficient for densely saturating QTL regions (Röder et al., 1995; Röder et al., 1998; Somers et al., 2004). Use of SSRs, known to be associated with QTL for APR, could potentially provide an approach for implementing routine marker-assisted selection (MAS) of resistant plants in segregating breeding populations. However, use of molecular markers,
particularly for quantitative traits, has had limited practical impact in plant breeding programs. While many QTL have been validated in mapping populations often in several different environments and years, MAS for QTL has not been widely deployed. Inefficiency in MAS has been due to overestimation of QTL effects in small mapping populations (Beavis, 1998), varying genetic effects of QTL in different backgrounds, and lack of polymorphic markers for effective application of MAS in new populations or backgrounds.

Successful application of molecular markers for MAS in plant breeding depends on the availability of markers that have been validated in different genetic backgrounds and well characterized and verified QTL effects (Fasoula et al., 2003; Langridge and Chalmers, 1998; Li et al., 2001). Several studies have reported QTL with major effects for APR for powdery mildew that were not consistent across environments (Keller et al., 1999; Mingeot et al., 2002). Validation of QTL for APR to powdery mildew in additional breeding populations will assist breeders in developing effective MAS programs.

Massey, a derivative of Knox 62 (Shaner, 1973), has retained effective powdery mildew resistance since its release in 1981 (Starling et al., 1984). Previous molecular and conventional genetic studies reported that APR in Massey was conferred by three QTL with moderate to high heritabilities (Griffey and Das, 1994; Liu et al., 2001). Three QTL were mapped to wheat chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B in a Becker by Massey (BM) F2:3 population using SSR and RFLP markers (Liu et al., 2001). The three QTL explained 17%, 29%, and 11% of the phenotypic variance, respectively. Presence and contribution of the three QTL to APR were validated in a set of recombinant inbred lines (RILs) derived from the BM cross over a three year period.

Objectives of this current study were to validate and map SSRs previously identified near QTL responsible for APR in cultivar Massey in the breeding population of USG 3209 by Jaypee (UJ), and to identify and map additional SSRs in the three QTL regions. The UJ breeding population was selected for this study because the APR of USG 3209 putatively was derived from Massey and USG 3209 is a modern, widely grown commercial cultivar.
Effects of the three QTL on APR to powdery mildew, assuming that USG 3209 contains all three QTL from Massey, in a different genetic background will be evaluated to determine the feasibility and effectiveness for implementing a MAS breeding program for APR.

Materials and Methods

Plant Materials

Previously mapped and newly added SSR markers in BM F_{2:3} population were assayed in the RIL population of UJ. USG 3209 (PI617055) was derived from the cross Saluda/4/Massey*2/3/Massey*3/Balkan//Saluda. Seedling tests conducted at North Carolina State University and the SSR marker Xpsp2999 (Bougot et al., 2002) confirmed that USG 3209 possesses *Pm3a* (from Saluda). USG 3209 also contains *Pm8* (from Balkan), and other unidentified genes for seedling mildew resistance. Jaypee (PI592760) was derived from a cross between Arthur 6 and AR39-3 (Doublecrop//Forlani/Garibaldo) and is moderately susceptible to *B. graminis* populations prevalent in the Mid-Atlantic region.

The UJ RIL population was initiated by crossing USG 3209 and Jaypee during the 1997 spring greenhouse crossing season. The population was planted yearly and advanced to the F_{4} generation using a modified bulk breeding method, which is implemented in our cultivar development program. The F_{2} and F_{3} generations were grown in 20.8 m^{2} blocks at Blacksburg and Warsaw, VA from which spikes, selected at both locations solely on the basis of desirable plant type, were harvested, threshed in bulk and used as a source of seed in subsequent generations. In the F_{4} generation, 293 spikes were selected arbitrarily, harvested, and threshed separately to develop RILs and were planted in 1.4 m rows at Warsaw, VA during fall 2001. Subsequent generations (F_{5}-F_{8}) were advanced yearly by selecting a single spike from the head row and planting it in Warsaw, VA the following growing season.
Genetic Materials

DNA from 180 previously developed F_{2:3} lines, derived from a cross of BM (Liu et al., 2001) was used in mapping SSR markers to saturate QTL regions responsible for APR. Massey (CIt17953) has long exhibited durable powdery mildew resistance and is known to possess APR. Becker (PI494524) does not possess any known genes for powdery mildew resistance and is highly susceptible to powdery mildew populations in the Mid-Atlantic region.

Plant tissue was collected in the field from each F_{6:7} UJ RIL row. A 5 cm leaf section was cut from 10 to 15 plants within the 1.4 m row and bulked. DNA was extracted as described by Saghai Maroof et al. (1984). DNA integrity was determined by running undigested DNA in 0.8% agarose gel followed by staining with ethidium bromide (EtBr) and visualizing under ultraviolet (UV) light. DNA concentration was measured with a DyNA Quanta2000 Fluorometer (Hoefer Scientific, San Francisco, CA).

Microsatellite Analysis and Mapping in Becker by Massey F_{2:3} Population and USG 3209 by Jaypee F_{6:7} RILs

Sixty-eight new SSR markers publicly available on the GrainGenes website (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov) or in published papers (Table 1), located near QTL contributing to APR powdery mildew in Massey were assayed for polymorphism using the parental lines Becker and Massey.

Thirty-one SSRs located near the three QTL responsible for APR in the BM population (Liu et al., 2001) were assayed for polymorphism between USG 3209 and Jaypee. Two DNA bulks were created by selecting RILs which exhibited homogeneous disease reaction in the F_{5:6} field experiment. The bulks contained equal amounts of DNA from eight homozygous resistant and eight homozygous susceptible F_{5:6} RILs, respectively. DNA from the two bulks, APR resistance source Massey, and parental lines USG 3209 and Jaypee was used to survey SSR markers for putative association with APR to powdery mildew in the UJ population. Markers exhibiting a similar pattern of polymorphism between the resistant parents (Massey and USG3209), the susceptible
parent (Jaypee), and the two respective bulks were considered as putative resistance-related markers.

PCR reactions were performed in a total volume of 10 ul in a Perkin Elmer 9700 (Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, CN) thermal cycler. After the initial denaturing step, 4 min at 94°C, followed by 32 or 40 cycles (depending on the primer pair) of 0.5 min at 95°C, 1 min at either 50°C, 55°C, or 60°C (depending on the primer pair), 1 min at 73°C, followed by a final extension step for 5 min at 73°C. The reaction mixture and polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis were performed as described by Saghai Maroof et al. (1994).

**Powdery Mildew Assessment and Statistical Analysis**

To determine whether new SSRs mapped near QTL for APR in Massey were associated with powdery mildew resistance in the BM population, disease severity ratings (James, 1971) assessed in 1995 at Warsaw (Liu et al., 2001) were analyzed for association with genotypic data. Disease ratings likewise were assessed for the F₅₆ (2002) and F₆₇ (2003) UJ RILs for mildew severity under natural epidemics at Warsaw using the James scale assessments. Average powdery mildew severity was scored on F-2 (two leaves below the flag leaf) and F-1 leaves (one leaf below the flag leaf). A score of 0% was given to plants without any mildew lesions while a score of 50% was given when plants reached maximum disease coverage on the F-2 and F-1 leaves.

Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS statistical software version 12.0 (SPSS, 1998). A one-way ANOVA was used to determine the significance (P ≤ 0.05) between markers and APR to powdery mildew. Log₁₀ was used to only transform the mildew severity data in the F₂₃ BM population prior to analysis due to a skewed distribution of the data.

**Map Construction**

MAPMAKER 3.0b (Lander et al., 1987) was used in linkage group map construction in both MB and UJ populations. Initial grouping of markers in both populations was performed using the “group” command at a LOD score of 3.0 with a maximum Haldane
distance of 50 cM. The “order” and “compare” commands were used to determine the most probable marker order in the populations. Markers not meeting the threshold were placed in intervals using the “try” command.

Genetic distances and marker order calculated by MAPMAKER were imported into QTL Cartographer version 2.0 (Basten et al., 1994) to create linkage group figures. Interval mapping (Lander and Botstein, 1989) was used to search for QTL in UJ population and compared to QTL resulting from the BM population using QTL Cartographer 2.0 software. Significant thresholds for QTL were determined using a 1000 permutation test included in the software (Doerge and Churchill, 1996). A mean LOD threshold of 3.0 was selected for all traits to declare a putative QTL significance corresponding to a genome wide α error of 0.05. Estimates of LOD peaks and variance explained were obtained from the Zmapqtl program run with model 3 in QTL Cartographer 2.0. Field disease assessments for both BM and UJ populations were analyzed for QTL effects.

Results

Mapping in Becker by Massey and USG 320 by Jaypee Populations

Of the 68 new SSRs assessed for polymorphism in the BM population, 22 (32%) were polymorphic between Becker and Massey. Thirteen of the 22 (59%) SSRs cosegregated with markers known to be linked to QTL for APR to powdery mildew in Massey and were added to the preexisting genetic map (Liu et al., 2001). A majority of the new markers added were mapped near QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B (Fig. 1). Newly added SSR marker Xbar15 on chromosome 2A, located 20 cM away from the QTL, provided the second closest SSR marker on one side of the QTL. The nine markers near the QTL on chromosome 2B were all located in close proximity to the QTL region. Specifically, two closely linked markers Xgwm191 and Xbar200 mapped to one side of the QTL where previously only RFLP markers were located. Marker Xbar80 was the only SSR marker mapped to the linkage group of chromosome 1B; however the newly mapped marker, 10 cM away from the QTL, provided the necessary flanking PCR based marker on one side of the QTL for efficient MAS.
Thirteen of the eighteen (72%) SSR markers previously mapped in the BM population were polymorphic in the UJ population. Eleven of these thirteen (84%) SSR markers were putatively linked to APR QTL on the basis of BSA results. These markers were used to genotype the UJ F_{6:7} RILs and linkage groups were constructed by MAPMAKER 3.0b (Fig. 1). Marker order was consistent between the two populations. Only slight rearrangement of marker order was observed on the linkage group of chromosome 2B for marker intervals Xgwm501-Xgwm47 and Xgwm191-Xbar200. Marker order on linkage groups 2A and 1B was entirely conserved between the two populations.

Of ten SSRs mapped near the QTL on chromosome 2A in the original BM mapping population, five (50%) were polymorphic and mapped to the linkage group on chromosome 2A in the UJ population. Similarly, only four of the original eight (50%) SSRs mapped near the QTL on chromosome 2B in the BM population were polymorphic and mapped to the UJ 2B linkage group. Two SSR markers mapped to chromosome 1B in the original BM mapping population were added to the UJ map. Another two SSRs newly mapped by this study were also added to the linkage group. A severe distortion in marker distances in the UJ population was observed in mapping the 1B linkage group compared to the BM population. Marker interval Xgwm259 to Xpssp3100 in the UJ population spanned a region of 67 cM, while the interval in the BM population only measured 11.2 cM. This distortion may have resulted from the presence of the 1BL.1RS translocation in USG 3209.

A large gap (80 cM) between markers Xgwm304 and Xbar353B on chromosome 2A resulted partially from six SSRs that were not polymorphic or not linked to the linkage group of chromosome 2A in the UJ population. A large gap (33 cM) also exists between markers Xgwm304 and Xgwm312 where the QTL on chromosome 2A is located in the BM population. Somers et al. (2004) also reported large gaps in the SSR consensus map in this region of chromosome 2A.

Three new markers not mapped in BM population were added to the UJ map. Marker XSTS1231 mapped to chromosome 2B, is a sequence tagged site (STS) marker designed
from the RFLP probe Xbcd1231 (Ma et al., 2004) which was mapped in the BM population (Liu et al., 2001). Simple sequence repeat markers Xbar353b and Xbar174 were not linked to linkage group of chromosomes 2A and 1B, respectively, in the BM population. Mapped locations of the two SSRs in the UJ population are in agreement with published maps (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov).

**Linear Regression of Powdery Mildew Severity Ratings**

Field assessments of powdery mildew severity in both MB and UJ populations were skewed toward resistance (Fig. 2). Association of newly mapped markers with APR to powdery mildew in the BM population and UJ RILs was assessed via a one-way ANOVA (Table 2). Results indicate that all newly mapped markers on chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B mapped in the BM F$_{2:3}$ and UJ RILs had significant effects (P $\leq$ 0.05) on mildew severity. In agreement with Liu et al. (2001), newly mapped markers located on chromosome 2A had the largest effect on powdery mildew severity in the original BM mapping population while markers mapped to chromosome 2B in the UJ RILs were highly associated with mildew severity data.

**Interval Mapping**

Interval mapping was conducted using QTL Cartographer 2.0 to compare QTL effects in BM and UJ populations. A total of 21 and 43 markers on three linkage groups located on chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B were analyzed in the UJ and MB populations, respectively. The QTL mapped on chromosomes 2A and 2B in the UJ populations explained significantly more of the total variation for mildew severity compared to original estimates reported in the BM populations both years of field disease assessments (Table 3). The interval mapping method located one major QTL between markers Xgwm304 and Xbar353b on chromosome 2A which was consistent with the location for APR in Massey (Fig. 3). Association of the QTL on chromosome 2A with field data in the F$_{6:7}$ UJ population had the highest LOD value (20.6) and explained 69% of phenotypic variation. To a lesser extent the QTL was associated with field severity data in the F$_{5:6}$ RIL population with a LOD of 10.7 explaining 59% of phenotypic variation.
Similar to the BM population, interval mapping located two major peaks on chromosome 2B in the UJ population. The major peak identified in the analysis was in the marker interval of Xgwm501 and Xgwm191 in both UJ RIL populations. QTL analysis involving markers and field severity data collected in the F_{5:6} UJ population displayed the largest LOD peak at 25.2 explaining 48% of the phenotypic variation. The phenotypic effect of the QTL on chromosome 2B in the F_{6:7} RILs was reduced to 22% (LOD = 12.6).

Location of the QTL on chromosome 1B in the UJ populations was shifted toward the end of the 1B chromosome compared to the same QTL in the BM populations (Fig. 3). Quantitative trait loci effects were consistent for both RIL populations with LOD peaks of approximately 6.0 explaining 13% of the phenotypic variance in the F_{5:6} and F_{6:7} generations.

**Discussion**

In this study, 18 SSRs associated with three QTL for APR to powdery mildew in Massey were successfully mapped in an elite breeding population, UJ, where Massey is the resistance source of APR in the parental line USG 3209. Marker order was remarkably conserved between the maps resulting from the two populations. Presence of the three QTL in USG 3209 was confirmed in analysis of marker and powdery mildew severity data assessed in the UJ F_{5:6} and F_{6:7} RIL populations in two field experiments. An additional 13 SSRs also were added to the pre-existing BM genetic map. The newly mapped SSR markers in the BM population replaced the closely linked, RFLP markers on one side of the QTL on chromosomes 1B and 2B, allowing efficient selection for the QTL for APR to powdery mildew by utilizing PCR-based markers on both sides of the QTL.

QTL regions in the original mapping populations should be saturated with PCR-based flanking markers to facilitate MAS, in different genetic backgrounds. Zhou et al. (2003), reported that polymorphism of SSR markers linked to the 3BS QTL for fusarium head blight (*Fusarium graminearum*) resistance in wheat cultivar Ning7840 varied in 132 different wheat genetic backgrounds. Three out of six SSR markers, mapped near 3BS
QTL, were polymorphic in less than 50% of genetic backgrounds tested. In the current study, none of the three QTL regions in the UJ population could be flanked by SSRs mapped in the original mapping population even though SSRs are generally accepted as being highly polymorphic and genome specific (Röder et al., 1995). Additional markers had to be added in the current study to the pre-existing BM genetic map in order to flank all three QTL for APR to powdery mildew in the UJ breeding population. Therefore, applying only existing markers mapped in the original mapping population would have resulted in markers mapping only to one side of the QTL in the breeding population, significantly decreasing the efficiency of MAS (Tanksley, 1983).

An additional requirement for successful MAS is validation of QTL effects, interaction, and stability in different genetic backgrounds and environments. Mingeot et al. (2002) mapped QTL responsible for APR to powdery mildew in RE714 in two susceptible backgrounds and detected a total of nine QTL in both populations; however only two QTL were consistently expressed in both genetic backgrounds. In the current study, the three QTL reported in the original mapping study (Liu et al., 2001) were consistently expressed in UJ population and mapped in the same marker intervals.

The QTL effects in the UJ populations differed from the original mapping population of BM. The QTL on chromosome 2A explained significantly more of the phenotypic variance in the UJ population; however it is likely that an overestimation of the QTL effect occurred due to the large gap between Xgwm304 and Xbar353b where the QTL resides. Therefore, as additional SSRs become available they should be added to this region to increase the efficiency of MAS. The QTL on chromosome 2B in the USG 3209 genetic background explained significantly more of the phenotypic variation for APR while the QTL on chromosome 1B explained less when compared to the values reported in the original mapping population (Liu et al., 2001). Castro et al. (2003) evaluated three QTL for APR to barley (*Hordeum vulgare*) stripe rust (*Puccinia striiformis*) in different genetic backgrounds and reported that one QTL with a small genetic effect in the mapping population explained significantly more of the variation in a different genetic background. Therefore, it is likely that QTL effect will vary in different genetic backgrounds.
backgrounds due to both positive and negative epistasis among genes affecting host resistance and susceptibility.

An interaction that must be considered is between QTL associated with APR to powdery mildew in UJ population with defeated hypersensitive *Pm* resistance genes. Several studies have reported a contribution to APR from defeated race specific genes *Pm4a* (Martin and Ellingboe, 1976; Nass et al., 1981), *Pm4b* (Mingeot et al., 2002), *Pm5* (Keller et al., 1999), and *MIRE* (Chantret et al., 2000; Mingeot et al., 2002) in different populations. USG 3209 possess race specific genes *Pm3a, Pm8*, and other unidentified hypersensitive genes, while Jaypee is moderately susceptible to the prevalent mildew populations found in the Mid-Atlantic region. The defeated *Pm3a* gene likely contributed little additional resistance as the SSR marker Xp5p3100 was not associated with mildew resistance and Saluda (*Pm3a* source of USG 3209) is highly susceptible to prevalent mildew populations found in Virginia. Cultivars carrying *Pm8* are not as susceptible as those cultivars carrying only *Pm3a*, although virulence to *Pm8* exists in Virginia. The original mapping population developed by Liu et al. (2001) consisted of a susceptible parent, Becker that contains no known hypersensitive genes, and Massey, an APR possessing cultivar that is susceptible to the prevalent mildew populations found in the Mid-Atlantic region at the seedling stage and contains no known hypersensitive resistance genes. Therefore, such an interaction with the three QTL for APR to powdery mildew in the original mapping population of BM was less likely.

The QTL on chromosome 1B in the UJ populations was shifted toward the end of the chromosome and marker distances were distorted when compared to the BM genetic map. This distortion and shift in the location of the QTL may be due to reduced transmission of the rye (*Secale cereale*) derived 1RS chromosomal segment, carrying the resistance gene *Pm8*, possessed by USG 3209 (Hsam and Zeller, 1997). Rayburn and Mornhinweg (1988) and Ren et al. (1997) reported reduced transmission of the 1RS chromosomal segment in crosses, therefore segregation data for markers near the QTL on chromosome 1B associated with APR to powdery mildew may have been affected.
In summary, three previously mapped QTL for APR to powdery mildew in cultivar Massey were validated in the UJ RIL populations, where Massey is the source of APR in USG 3209. The SSR markers mapped in BM populations were used to develop a genetic linkage map comprised of the same chromosomal regions in the UJ population. However, without mapping of additional markers, the QTL regions responsible for APR in USG 3209 would have lacked flanking markers on both sides of the QTL. Therefore, simply applying the SSRs mapped in the original BM mapping population for MAS in the UJ breeding population would not likely be as effective without flanking markers for the three QTL. While genetic effects varied between original mapping and breeding populations, SSRs mapped near the three QTL responsible for APR to powdery mildew can be transferred and selected in other populations where Massey or a derivative of Massey are the parental source of APR. As additional SSRs become publicly available, they should be added to the existing BM genetic map to increase the density of polymorphic markers available for MAS in other breeding populations where Massey is the ancestral resistant source of APR to powdery mildew.
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Table 1. Summary of publicly available wheat SSRs and chromosomal regions targeted to map additional markers near QTL associated with APR to powdery mildew in the F$_{2:3}$ BM population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SSR Code</th>
<th>Num. of Primer Pairs Screened</th>
<th>Chromosomes Mapped</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3 14 6</td>
<td>Röder et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xbar</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11 9 8</td>
<td>Song et al. (2002), <a href="http://wheat.pw.usda.gov">http://wheat.pw.usda.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xcfd</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 1 1</td>
<td>Sourdille et al. (2003), <a href="http://wheat.pw.usda.gov">http://wheat.pw.usda.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xcfa</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 1 0</td>
<td>Guyomarçh et al. (2002), <a href="http://wheat.pw.usda.gov">http://wheat.pw.usda.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xksum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0 1 3</td>
<td>Yu et al. (2004), <a href="http://wheat.pw.usda.gov">http://wheat.pw.usda.gov</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xpsp</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1 3 1</td>
<td>Bryan et al. (1997), Stephenson et al. (1998)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1  Alignment of the original mapping population, BM $F_{2:3}$, with the applied $F_{6:7}$ UJ population. Black blocked areas on the linkage groups represent previously mapped QTL locations on chromosome 2A, 2B, and 1B. Markers highlighted with “*” indicate that they were added to the pre-existing BM map in this study.
Fig. 2. Distribution of BM F$_{2:3}$ (1995) lines (Liu et al., 2001), and UJ F$_{5:6}$ (2002) and F$_{6:7}$ (2003) RILs for mean powdery mildew severity assessed under natural epidemics in the field at Warsaw, VA.
Table 2. One-way ANOVA of new SSR markers mapped in the F$_{2:3}$ BM population applied to the UJ RIL breeding population that are associated with APR to powdery mildew.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>Chrom.</th>
<th>df of error$^a$</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R$^2_b$</th>
<th>Gen$^c$</th>
<th>df of error</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>R$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xbar15</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>F$_{5:6}$</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F$_{6:7}$</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xbar353a</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>F$_{5:6}$</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F$_{6:7}$</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xbar200</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>F$_{5:6}$</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>17.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F$_{6:7}$</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xbar80</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>=0.092</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>F$_{5:6}$</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F$_{6:7}$</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>8.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ = Degrees freedom of error
$^b$ = Regression of correlation
$^c$ = Generation of UJ population
$^d$ = Recombinant inbred lines
Table 3. Comparison of QTL effects on APR to powdery mildew using interval mapping analysis of original datasets of the F$_{2:3}$ BM population (Liu et al., 2001) and the UJ population.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loc$^a$</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>LOD</th>
<th>R$^b_2$</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>LOD</th>
<th>R$^2_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>F$_{2:3}$</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>F$_{5:6}$</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2A</td>
<td>RILs$^c$</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>F$_{6:7}$</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>F$_{2:3}$</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>F$_{5:6}$</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2B</td>
<td>RILs</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>F$_{6:7}$</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>F$_{2:3}$</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>F$_{5:6}$</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B</td>
<td>RILs</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>F$_{6:7}$</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Location of quantitative trait loci
$^b$ Phenotypic variation explained
$^c$ Recombinant inbred lines
Fig 3. Comparison of interval mapping analysis with flanking SSR markers for QTL associated with APR to powdery mildew located on chromosomes 2A, 2B, and 1B, respectively. Three QTL from the original BM F$_{2:3}$ mapping population are presented in the bottom hand column and those for UJ population are presented in the top column. The solid line in graphs of the UJ population represents interval mapping of mildew data taken in the F$_{5:6}$ while the dashed line is for mildew data taken in the F$_{6:7}$ generation. The vertical lines at LOD 3.0 represents the minimum LOD required for significance.
CHAPTER III
Potential Effectiveness of Marker-Assisted Selection for Three Quantitative Trait Loci Conferring Adult Plant Resistance to Powdery Mildew in an Elite Wheat Breeding Population
Abstract

Adult plant resistance (APR) in wheat (*Triticum aestivum* L.) to powdery mildew caused by *Blumeria graminis* f. *sp. tritici*, has provided effective and durable resistance compared to that conferred by conventional short-lived race specific genes. Three quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with APR to powdery mildew were mapped in a previous study in a cross between wheat cultivars Massey (APR) and Becker (susceptible). Confirmation of QTL effects in the original Becker by Massey (BM) mapping population must be demonstrated in other genetic backgrounds or breeding populations to ascertain their effectiveness in marker-assisted selection (MAS) programs. A 293 recombinant inbred line (RIL) breeding population derived from the cross of USG 3209 by Jaypee (UJ) was used to verify inheritance of Massey’s QTL for APR to powdery mildew in USG 3209, and to validate the QTL effects and potential use in MAS. Powdery mildew severity of the 293 UJ RILs was evaluated in 2002 (F5:6) and 2003 (F6:7) under natural disease pressure in the field. Adult plants of the 293 RILs were also evaluated for disease severity in a 2004 (F7:8) greenhouse experiment using a composite of five different isolates of *B. graminis*. The QTL on chromosome 2B, selected on the basis of flanking markers, had the largest impact on powdery mildew resistance in the field. Lines containing the allele from USG 3209 had mean mildew severities of 5.8% while RILs containing the Jaypee allele had mean mildew severities of 14.4% to 17.7% in the 2002 and 2003 field experiments. Selection of RILs possessing the QTL on chromosome 2A and to a lesser extent the one on chromosome 1B was effective in identifying powdery mildew resistance in both greenhouse and field experiments, whereas the effect of the QTL on chromosome 2B was insignificant in the greenhouse. Overall, selecting RILs with QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B was most successful in identifying highly resistant RILs compared to selecting RILs having other combinations of two or three QTL combinations. The RILs possessing both QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B had mean mildew severities of 4.4% and 3.2% in 2002 and 2003 field experiments, respectively. Breeders implementing MAS programs for APR to powdery mildew via selection of RILs containing the two QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B likely will obtain RILs having high levels of resistance in the field. However, combining all
three QTL may ensure greater durability of APR, on the basis that resistance conferred by QTL on chromosome 2A and 1B are genetically stable across all environments in this study.
Introduction

Powdery mildew caused by the pathogen *Blumeria graminis* f. sp. *tritici*, is a major disease of winter wheat (*Triticum aestivum* L.) in areas with maritime or semi-continental climates (Bennett, 1984). Race specific major genes, designated as *Pm* genes, were first deployed in wheat cultivars to control powdery mildew. However, wide spread cultivation of such resistant cultivars consistently has led to evolution of mildew populations with matching virulence alleles. Breeders therefore have shifted their efforts to breeding for more durable resistance. Incomplete, non-race specific resistance retarding growth and reproduction of powdery mildew in adult plants has been termed ‘slow mildewing’ (Shaner, 1973), ‘adult-plant resistance’ (APR) (Gustafon and Shaner, 1982), or ‘partial resistance’ (Hautea et al., 1987). Partial resistance extends the latent period and reduces sporulation of the fungus (Royer et al., 1984), thereby reducing disease development and losses in grain yield (Griffey et al., 1993). Genetic studies conducted on APR in winter wheat cultivars Knox 62, Massey, Redcoat, and Houser indicate that APR is controlled quantitatively by two to three genes with moderate to high heritability (Das and Griffey, 1994; Griffey and Das, 1994). Resistance to powdery mildew in APR cultivars such as Knox (Roberts and Calwell, 1970), Redcoat (Rouse et al., 1980), Knox 62 (Patterson et al., 1978), and Massey (Starling et al., 1984) has remained effective for over 20 yr.

It is difficult to assess differing types and levels of APR in field experiments (Gustafon and Shaner, 1982), which require numerous replications in several diverse environments. Classical breeding methods also greatly limit efficient incorporation, selection, and pyramiding of diverse genes governing APR to powdery mildew. Application of molecular markers and marker-assisted selection (MAS) provides a potential tool for breeding durable resistance in wheat. Quantitative trait loci (QTL) responsible for APR have been mapped in segregating populations using restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and PCR-based simple sequence repeat (SSR) markers. Recently, SSRs or microsatellites have been employed frequently due to their highly polymorphic nature, chromosome specificity, and distribution throughout the genome (Röder et al., 1995).
Keller et al. (1999) mapped 18 QTL associated with APR to powdery mildew in a recombinant inbred line (RIL) population derived from a cross between APR wheat cultivar Forno and spelt cultivar Oberkulmer. Liu et al. (2001) identified three QTL in cultivar Massey governing powdery mildew resistance using a F$_{2.3}$ Becker by Massey (BM) population. The three QTL were further confirmed in a RIL population over a three year period. The QTL located on chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B explained 17%, 29%, and 11% of the total variation, respectively. The major QTL located on chromosome 2A was located near the $Pm4$ locus. The QTL controlling APR to powdery mildew in wheat line RE714 have been mapped extensively using doubled haploid populations, F$_{2.3}$ populations (Chantret et al., 2001), and F$_3$ bulk populations (Chantret et al., 2000), including two susceptible backgrounds (Mingeot et al., 2002) and different environments including greenhouse and field conditions. Two major QTL, one on chromosome 5D and the $MIRE$ locus on chromosome 6A, were consistent in all studies. The defeated major gene, $Pm4b$, also contributed a residual effect in RE714 in some genetic backgrounds.

Although, several studies have mapped QTL responsible for disease resistance, including APR to powdery mildew in wheat, relatively few studies have attempted to apply the mapped QTL to MAS. The 3BS QTL for fusarium head blight ($Fusarium graminearum$) resistance in wheat (Liu and Anderson, 2003; Zhou et al., 2003) and three QTL for stripe rust ($Puccinia striiformis$) resistance at the seedling (Castro et al., 2003b) and adult plant stage (Castro et al., 2003a) in barley ($Hordeum vulgare$) have successfully been utilized in MAS selection studies. However, initial promises of MAS for quantitative traits have been tempered by overestimation of QTL effects in small original mapping populations (Beavis, 1998) and lack of polymorphic markers in different genetic backgrounds. Therefore, polymorphic SSRs which are linked to the QTL of interest must be examined for their effects and be validated in different genetic backgrounds (Langridge and Chalmers, 1998).

Development of elite cultivars using SSR markers for selection of QTL governing APR in breeding populations derived directly from Massey is hindered because Massey is a
not a desirable parent due to low yield potential, tall plant height, weak straw strength, susceptibility to leaf rust, and poor combining ability. In addition lack of knowledge as to whether markers mapped near the QTL in Massey are polymorphic and selectable in elite breeding populations containing parents that are derivatives of Massey restricts implementation of effective MAS programs. The objective of the current study was to validate whether SSR markers mapped near QTL in Massey for APR to powdery mildew can be applied to MAS in a RIL breeding population comprised of a resistant parent (USG 3209), derived from Massey, and a moderately susceptible parent, Jaypee.

Material and Methods

Plant Materials
USG 3209 (PI617055) winter wheat was derived from the cross Saluda/4/Massey*2/3/Massey*3 /Balkan//Saluda. Massey is known to possess APR (Griffey and Das, 1994) and seedling tests conducted at North Carolina State University confirmed that USG 3209 possesses Pm3a (from Saluda), Pm8 (from Balkan), and other unidentified genes for seedling mildew resistance. While seedlings of Massey are susceptible to most races of powdery mildew, seedlings of USG 3209 are resistant to some races and susceptible to others. Jaypee (PI59760), a winter wheat cultivar developed at the University of Arkansas (Bacon et al., 1998), is moderately susceptible to prevalent populations of powdery mildew found in Virginia.

A cross between USG 3209 and Jaypee, hereafter referred to as UJ, was made in a greenhouse during the spring of 1997. The F₁ and subsequent generations were planted in the field yearly and advanced to the F₄ generation using the same modified bulk breeding method implemented in the cultivar development program. The F₂ and F₃ generations were grown in 20.8 m² blocks at Blacksburg and Warsaw, VA from which spikes, selected at both locations solely on the basis of desirable plant type, were harvested, threshed in bulk and used as a source of seed in subsequent generations. In the F₄ generation, 293 spikes were selected arbitrarily, harvested, and threshed separately to develop RILs. These 293 RILs were planted in 1.4 m rows in the field at Warsaw, VA. Parents USG 3209 and Jaypee, and check cultivars Becker and Massey, were planted
approximately at 25 row intervals throughout the nursery. Spreader strips, 1.2 m wide by 24 m long, of the mildew susceptible cultivar Becker were planted adjacent to test plots to ensure presence of ample mildew inoculum. At maturity, a random head selection from each row was harvested, threshed, and planted during each subsequent year.

**Fungal Material: Field**

APR in the field was assessed under natural disease epidemics at Warsaw, Virginia in 2002 and 2003. Virulence for race specific genes *Pm*1 through *Pm*8 has been identified in the *Blumeria graminis* populations of the mid-Atlantic region (Niewoehner and Leath, 1998).

**Fungal Material: Greenhouse**

Five *B. graminis* f. sp. *tritici* isolates (E3-14, 101a2, #8, #9, and 127) maintained via culture in Petri dishes on approximately 15 to 20, 1.5 cm leaf sections of wheat per isolate were obtained from North Carolina State University and used in the APR greenhouse screening experiment conducted in fall, 2004. Leaf sections obtained had visible conidia growing on the green leaf sections. Collectively, the isolates had known virulence for resistance genes *Pm1, Pm3a, Pm4a, Pm4b, Pm6, and Pm8*. Seedling tests conducted at North Carolina State University also confirmed that one or both parents were susceptible to one or more of the isolates used in the greenhouse experiment (Table 1).

The five isolates were cultured and increased separately in the greenhouse (12 hrs light, 890 umol s\(^{-1}\) m\(^{-2}\)) from single leaf discs by rubbing each sporulating leaf section over the upper leaf blade of densely planted (approximately 50-80 seeds per pot) 10 day old Becker seedlings planted in small clay pots (8.9 cm diameter, 8.3 cm in depth). Pots were fertilized as needed with 20-20-20 (N-P\(_2\)O\(_5\)-K\(_2\)O) water-soluble fertilizer. Five weeks after initial inoculations, isolates were bulked together by shaking conidia from plant in two clay pots per isolate containing plants over 4 flats (24 pots per flat) of differential cultivars (Table 2) with known resistance genes and parental lines. The mildew composite was subsequently increased on eight flats of known susceptible
cultivars following the same procedure. Seedling reaction of a set of host differential lines known to contain genes *Pm1-Pm8* and *Pm17* and parental lines was rated 12 d after inoculation (Table 2) before inoculating the UJ F<sub>7:8</sub> RILs.

**Disease Assessments: Adult Plant Resistance Field Screening**

Powdery mildew severity was assessed on parents, checks, and 293 RILs in 2002 (F<sub>5:6</sub>) and 2003 (F<sub>6:7</sub>) at Warsaw, VA under natural mildew epidemics. Disease severity was assessed twice each year utilizing the James assessment key (James, 1971) on the basis of 0-50% leaf area coverage where 50% represents maximum leaf coverage. The first disease rating was assessed as the average coverage of F-2 leaves (2<sup>nd</sup> leaf below the flag leaf) of five to ten plants per row. The second rating was assessed as average coverage of F-1 leaves (1<sup>st</sup> leaf below the flag) of five to ten plants per row. Disease severity of the F-1 and F-2 leaves was then averaged to derive mean mildew severity of each line.

**Disease Assessments: Adult Plant Resistance Greenhouse Screening**

Individual seeds, of parents, check cultivars Becker and Massey, and each of the UJ F<sub>7:8</sub> RILs were planted in small square plastic pots (7.0 cm wide, 5.8 cm in depth) and germinated in the greenhouse at 22 ± 5°C (12 hrs light, 890 umol s<sup>-1</sup> m<sup>-2</sup>) in plastic flats (32 pots per flat). Three replications comprised of single plants of the 293 UJ RILs, parents, and checks were planted. Seed of each line was derived from a single spikelet, harvested from the parents, checks, and F<sub>6:7</sub> RILs in the field from the previous year. Ten days after planting, the seedlings were transferred into a powdery mildew free CMP 3000 vernalization chamber (Conviron, Winnipeg, Manitoba) for 87 d at 5 ± 0.1 °C (12 hrs light, 92 umol s<sup>-1</sup> m<sup>-2</sup>). Thereafter, the vernalized seedlings were removed and placed in the greenhouse for 5 d to acclimate and subsequently transplanted into plastic pots (15.3 cm diameter, 15.3 depth) with a soil and peat mixture (3:1 peat/soil). Vernalized seedlings were grown in the greenhouse for 18 days at 13 ± 5 °C (12 hrs of daylight, 750 umol s<sup>-1</sup> m<sup>-2</sup>) without artificial light exposure to promote tillering. Plants were arranged on the greenhouse bench in a completely randomized block design, staked upright using 260 cm canes and wire ties 10-15 days after transplanting. Replications 1 and 2 were contained in a single greenhouse room and replication 3 was placed in an adjacent room.
Plants were inoculated when approximately 50% of the plants in the experiment were booting at Zadoks’ growth stage 45 (Zadoks et al., 1974). Entire replications were inoculated under 23 ± 5 °C day temperatures (18 hrs of daylight, 1060 umol s⁻¹ m⁻²) and 18 ± 5 °C night temperatures by shaking conidia from inoculated susceptible lines over plants on greenhouse benches. Plants were inoculated three times at two day intervals. Resistant checks USG 3209 and Massey, and susceptible checks Becker and Jaypee were interspersed throughout each replication approximately every 25 pots. Average powdery mildew severity on several F-2 (2nd leaf below the flag) leaves of each plant was assessed 7 d after inoculation and subsequently at 7 d intervals using the James Disease Assessment Key (James, 1971). Three readings were conducted on each replication and data averaged to derive the mean mildew severity of each line. Area under the disease progress curve (AUDPC) was calculated for each plant from the weekly mildew severity readings following the formula: \[ \sum \left( \frac{x_i + x_{i+1}}{2} \right) t_i \], where \( x_i \) is the phenotypic value on date \( i \), and \( t_i \) the number of days between dates \( i \) and \( i+1 \) (Bjarko and Line, 1988). Three individual AUDPC values from each replication were then averaged to derive an AUDPC for each RIL.

**Simple Sequence Repeat Analysis**

Plant tissue was collected in the field from parents and each F₆:₇ RIL. A 5 cm leaf section was cut from approximately 10 to 15 plants in each individual head row and bulked for DNA extraction. DNA was extracted as described by Saghai Maroof et al. (1984). DNA integrity was determined by running undigested DNA in 0.8% agarose gel followed by staining in ethidium bromide (EtBr) and visualizing under ultraviolet (UV) light. DNA concentration was measured with a DyNA Quanta2000 Fluorometer (Hoefer Scientific, San Francisco, CA). PCR reactions were performed in a total volume of 10 ul in PE 9700 thermal cycler (Perkin Elmer, Norwalk, CT). After the initial denaturing step, for 4 min at 94°C, followed by 32 or 40 cycles (depending on the primer pair) of 0.5 min at 95°C, 1 min at either 50°C, 55°C, or 60°C (depending on the primer pair), 1 min at 73°C, followed by a final extension step for 5 min at 73°C. Protocols for reaction mixtures and
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis were conducted as described by Saghai Maroof et al. (1994) and Liu et al. (2001).

**Molecular Marker and QTL Analysis**

Presence of three QTL for APR to powdery mildew was confirmed in the UJ population. Markers from the developed UJ F_{6:7} genetic linkage maps of chromosomes 1B, 2A, and 2B were used in this study to test their ability to select for APR via MAS. Nine SSR markers on chromosome 2A, 7 SSR markers and 1 sequence tagged site (STS) marker on 2B, and 4 SSR markers on 1B were used to genotype the 293 F_{6:7} UJ RILs (Fig. 1). Chromosomal maps for the APR QTL region on 1B, 2A, and 2B were previously created by QTL Cartographer version 2.0 (Basten et al., 1994). Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS statistical software version 12.0 (SPSS, 1998). A one-way ANOVA was used to determine the significance ($P \leq 0.05$) between markers and APR to powdery mildew. A pairwise $t$ test at $P = 0.05$ was used to compare mean mildew severity values of different genotype groups.

**Results**

**Analysis of Phenotypic Data: Field Experiments**

Powdery mildew severity of the parents ranged from 0% to 5% for USG 3209 and 5% to 15% for Jaypee over two years in field experiments. The average powdery mildew severity of the RILs was 10.8% and 8.9% in 2002 and 2003, respectively. Massey averaged 10 to 15% mildew severity and susceptible check Becker averaged 38% to 45% mildew severity. Disease pressure in 2003 was significantly lower than in 2002 due to poor seedling emergence and winter injury, which resulted in thin stands. Nevertheless, field severity data over the two year experiments had a coefficient of correlation of $r = 0.68$ ($P \leq 0.001$). Distribution of disease data over two years displayed continuous variation and was significantly skewed toward lower disease severity (Fig. 2).
Analysis of Phenotypic Data: Greenhouse Experiment

Greenhouse disease severity was significantly higher than that observed in the field as in 2002 when powdery mildew reached normal epidemic proportions (Fig. 2). Average disease severity of the RILs was 12.4% with mildew severity of the parents ranging 0% to 5% for USG 3209 and 15% to 30% for Jaypee. Mildew severity of Massey ranged from 15% to 22% and that of susceptible check Becker averaged 40% to 50%. Mildew severity for replications 1 and 2 was highly correlated with correlation coefficients of \( r = 0.81 \) (\( P \leq 0.001 \)). Replications 1 versus 3 and 2 versus 3 had coefficients of correlations of \( r = 0.72 \) (\( P \leq 0.001 \)) and \( r = 0.73 \) (\( P \leq 0.001 \)), respectively. AUDPC values followed similar trends as disease severity (Fig. 3.) with Jaypee having a 19-fold higher AUDPC value than USG 3209.

Single Marker Regression

Based on the \( F_{6:7} \) RIL map for the UJ population (Fig. 1), 9 SSR markers on chromosome 2A, 7 SSR and 1 STS (XSTS1231) markers on chromosome 2B, and 4 SSR markers on chromosome 1B were analyzed for correlation with powdery mildew resistance in field and greenhouse experiments. One-way ANOVA for each marker was conducted to determine its effect on APR to powdery mildew. Results indicated that all markers mapped near the QTL responsible for APR in Massey had significant (\( P \leq 0.05 \)) effects on disease severity in RILs evaluated in 2002 and 2003 field experiments (Table 3). Markers located on chromosome 2B had the largest effect followed by markers on chromosome 2A in the two year field study. Marker Xgwm501, located on chromosome 2B, explained the most variation for APR in 2002 (29.6%) and 2003 (16.6%) field experiments. Markers on all chromosomes, except Xgwm259 and Xbar353b, explained less of the total variation for powdery mildew in 2003 than in 2002.

All markers evaluated in the 2004 greenhouse experiment, except Xbar353b, displayed a significant decrease in the total variation in powdery mildew resistance explained (Table 3). Markers on 2B explained 11-fold less of the total variation for mildew severity in the greenhouse than in 2002 field experiment. Markers on chromosome 2A displayed the largest effect on APR to powdery mildew in the greenhouse.
Marker-Assisted Selection for the 2A, 2B, and 1B QTL in the USG 3209 by Jaypee RILs

Mean powdery mildew severity values of the UJ RILs were derived from the average of two disease severity assessments from two separate years in the field and one greenhouse experiment. To determine the effect of QTL located by interval mapping on chromosomes 2A, 2B, and 1B on powdery mildew severity, RILs were genotyped with flanking markers. Two genotypes, one homozygous for the USG 3209 alleles (MM) and one homozygous for the Jaypee alleles (mm), were identified for each marker. ‘M’ refers to the marker allele associated with the resistant parent USG 3209 and ‘m’ refers to the allele associated with the susceptible parent Jaypee. RILs which produced a heterozygous banding pattern in the UJ population were excluded from the analysis. Average mildew severity of the RILs selected on the basis of genotypes for individual and flanking markers near 2A, 2B, and 1B QTL is presented in Table 4. Significant differences in powdery mildew severity was observed among RILs selected for individual markers for all three QTL when field data were used in comparisons. The RILs possessing the USG 3209 marker allele consistently displayed lower mildew severity than lines containing the Jaypee marker allele. Markers near the QTL on chromosome 2B, Xgwm501 and Xgwm191, had the largest impact on powdery mildew severity when selecting for powdery mildew severity with RILs possessing the USG 3209 allele having a mean severity of 6.3% to 6.7%, while RILs possessing the Jaypee allele had a mean severity of between 11.1% to 17.0%.

In agreement with simple linear regression, markers on chromosome 2B (Xgwm501 and Xgwm191) had only minor effects on the mean mildew severity in the greenhouse experiment. In contrast, selection of USG 3209 marker alleles for Xgwm304 and Xbar353b on chromosome 2A and to a lesser extent markers on chromosome 1B (Xgwm259 and Xbar80) had a significant effect on mildew severity in the greenhouse experiment.

The effect of selecting QTL for APR to powdery mildew using flanking markers was also examined. Microsatellite markers Xgwm304 and Xbar353b; Xgwm501 and Xgwm191;
and Xgwm259 and Xbar80 flanking the QTL on 2A, 2B, and 1B, respectively, were genotyped in the RILs (Table 4). Selecting markers flanking the QTL on chromosome 2B had the largest impact on mean mildew severity, with markers possessing USG 3209 alleles (M₃M₄M₄M₄) having a mean severity of 5.8% while lines carrying the Jaypee alleles (m₃m₄m₄m₄) had mean severities of approximately 14% to 17% in field experiments. Markers flanking the QTL on chromosome 1B were least efficient in selecting for powdery mildew resistance in field experiments. The RILs possessing USG 3209 alleles at the 1B QTL had mean severities of 7.1% and 6.0% while those lacking the QTL (m₅m₅m₆m₆) had mean mildew severities of 12.7% and 11.8% in 2002 and 2003, respectively.

Markers Xgwm304 and Xbar353b were the only group of flanking markers highly effective in selection for powdery mildew resistance in the greenhouse experiment. RILs possessing the QTL on chromosome 2A (M₁M₁M₂M₂) displayed a slow development of the disease while RILs not having the QTL on chromosome 2A (m₁m₁m₂m₂) showed a linear increase in disease severity in the weekly disease assessments in the greenhouse experiment (Fig. 4). Overall, RILs containing USG 3209 alleles (M₁M₂M₂M₂) had a mean mildew severity of 10.0% while lines having Jaypee alleles (m₁m₁m₂m₂) had a mean severity of 19.7% in the greenhouse experiment. RILs selected on the basis of the QTL on chromosome 1B also had a slower development of disease in the greenhouse, although less prominent than the effect of the QTL on chromosome 2A. Weekly mean disease severity assessments were 7.3%, 11.2%, and 12.3% for RILs containing the QTL on chromosome 1B (M₅M₅M₆M₆) while RILs lacking the QTL on chromosome 1B (m₅m₅m₆m₆) were 10.6%, 15.6%, and 18.9% for the 7, 14, and 21 d disease assessment increments, respectively.

**Combining Multiple QTL for APR to Powdery Mildew via MAS**

RILs having combinations of two or more APR QTL based on flanking markers were evaluated for mildew severity. If the sets of flanking markers had USG 3209 alleles (e.g. M₁M₁M₂M₂ and M₃M₄M₄M₄), the RIL was considered to possess multiple APR QTL. RILs containing Jaypee alleles for corresponding sets of flanking markers (e.g.
m_1m_1m_2m_2 and m_3m_3m_4m_4) were considered as lacking the QTL for APR to powdery mildew. All RILs selected with multiple QTL had lower mean mildew severity than lines selected for only a single QTL. Thirty-two RILs were identified as carrying all three QTL (U1U2U3) for APR from USG 3209 (Fig. 5). Lines containing all three of these APR QTL had mean mildew severities of 5.1%, 4.1%, and 11.4% in 2002, 2003, and 2004 experiments, respectively. Ten recombinant inbred lines lacking all three QTL for APR from USG 3209 had mean mildew severities of 19.1%, 21.3%, and 20.0% in 2002, 2003, and 2004 disease assessment experiments.

Selection of RILs containing the combination of APR QTL (U1U2) located on chromosome 2A and 2B was most effective in applying MAS for selecting mildew resistance in both field and greenhouse experiments (Fig. 4). Fifty-seven of 293 RILs were identified as having QTL (U1U2) on chromosomes 2A and 2B for APR using flanking markers Xgwm304-Xbar353b and Xgwm501-Xgwm191. Mean mildew severities of RILs having these two QTL (U1U2) were 4.3%, 3.2%, and 9.8% in the 2002, 2003, and 2004 disease assessment experiments (Fig. 5). Twelve RILs lacking the APR QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B (J1J2) and possessing Jaypee alleles at both sets of flanking markers, had mean mildew severities of 19.1%, 22.0%, and 21.0% in 2002, 2003, and 2004 experiments, respectively.

Selecting the QTL of chromosome 1B in combination with other QTL for APR contributed relatively little additional field powdery mildew resistance compared to simply selecting lines for single QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B or selecting RILs having a combination of both QTL chromosomes 2A and 2B via MAS. Fifty lines were identified as having the two QTL of chromosomes 2A and 1B (U1U3) with mean mildew severities of 6.5% and 5.2% in 2002 and 2003, respectively. Similarly, selecting lines containing APR QTL on chromosomes 2B and 1B (U2U3) gave mean mildew severities of 5.3% and 5.1% in 2002 and 2003 field experiments, respectively. However, selection of the two QTL on chromosomes 2A and 1B (U1U3) was most effective in selecting for mildew resistance in the greenhouse experiment as RILs with the combination of these
QTL had a mean mildew severity of 9.8% while RILs lacking the two QTL pyramid (J1J3) had a mean mildew severity of 21.4%.

## Discussion

### QTL Detection and Application in Different Genetic Backgrounds

Previous studies identified three QTL associated with APR to powdery mildew in cultivar Massey located on wheat chromosomes 2A, 1B, and 2B (Liu et al., 2001). The QTL explained 29%, 17%, and 15% of the phenotypic variance, respectively. In the current study, application of microsatellite markers, mapped near the QTL responsible for APR in Massey, were tested in a RIL breeding population derived from a cross between cultivars Jaypee and USG 3209 with the latter being a derivative of Massey. Results of the study demonstrate that SSR markers mapped in the original mapping population of BM can be applied in MAS for APR to powdery mildew in populations where more desirable genotypes derived from Massey are used as the APR donor parent. USG 3209 contains all three APR QTL from Massey and markers mapped near the QTL can be used effectively to select for powdery mildew resistance in breeding populations.

The QTL mapped on chromosome 2A in the Massey population as well as in the USG 3209 population is located in the vicinity of the \textit{Pm4} locus. However, seedling tests have confirmed that Massey and USG 3209 do not possess \textit{Pm4a} or \textit{Pm4b}. The defeated gene \textit{Pm4a} has been shown to have residual effects on APR to powdery mildew (Martin and Ellingboe, 1976; Nass et al., 1981). Mingeot et al. (2002) mapping QTL involved with APR in winter wheat line RE714 in two different susceptible backgrounds, found that gene \textit{Pm4b} had a residual effect in only one population and explained 22% to 40% of the phenotypic variation for mildew resistance in field studies. Similarly, the QTL location on chromosome 2B in the original mapping and USG 3209 populations is in the vicinity of the mapped location of \textit{Pm6} locus (Tao et al., 2000). The \textit{Pm6} gene has not been documented as having residual effects on APR to powdery mildew and seedling test confirm that USG 3209 and Massey do not possess \textit{Pm6}. 
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The QTL on chromosome 2B evaluated in the UJ RIL populations explained more of the phenotypic variation in field studies than the same QTL detected in the Massey by Becker population. Castro et al. (2003a) also reported differences in phenotypic variance for barley stripe rust explained by QTL in the mapping population and derived lines containing the QTL. A bias could exist in the estimation of QTL effects in the different populations or the QTL may have a modified genetic effect due to epistasis in different backgrounds.

While the QTL on chromosome 2B had a significant effect on mildew resistance in the field experiments, the QTL had only minor effects on mildew resistance in the greenhouse experiment. Conversely, the APR QTL on chromosome 2A and to a lesser extent the QTL on chromosome 1B were stable over all environments, inclusive of both field and greenhouse. Chantret et al. (2001) compared QTL for APR to powdery mildew in field experiments to those identified in adult plants evaluated for reaction to four individual isolates in a greenhouse experiment. In field studies, three QTL were identified in doubled haploid and F2:3 populations, however in greenhouse studies only one QTL had a significant effect for all four isolates tested. Chantret et al. (2001) concluded that the QTL detected in all environments was a race non-specific adult plant resistance factor, and that major genes (race specific factors) are involved in expression of APR (Borner et al., 2000). However, a gene cluster theory was also considered as a possibility. Results of the current study are in agreement with those of Chantret et al. (2001) in that greenhouse conditions were not highly predictive of APR expression of QTL involved under field conditions. However in both studies, greenhouse assessments of APR did provide useful information regarding QTL having major effects on powdery mildew resistance and those having stable and consistent expression over environments.

**Combining QTL for APR to Powdery Mildew**

Marker-assisted selection on the basis of haplotypes of markers flanking QTL was effective in identifying RILs having APR expression similar to the resistant parent USG 3209. Liu et al. (2001) reported that selection for the QTL on chromosome 2A with the single SSR marker Xgwm304 in the 97 BM RIL population was highly effective in
selecting for resistance. The RILs with the Massey allele at the Xgwm304 marker locus had a mean mildew severity of 5.4% while lines carrying the Becker allele had a mean mildew severity of 12.8%. Similarly in the USG 3209 population selection for a single QTL was effective in identifying RILs having high levels of APR resistance, particularly for the QTL on chromosome 2B, and selection for two QTL further increased resistance.

Combining QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B and the three QTL combination was most effective in selecting for powdery mildew resistance in the field. Lack of significant increase in mildew resistance in the field when all three QTL for APR were selected likely resulted from the large proportion of phenotypic variance contributed by QTL on chromosomes 2A and 2B versus the rather small amount of variation (13%) explained by the QTL on chromosome 1B. Selection for the three QTL in the BM RIL population was most effective with RILs containing all three QTL for APR having a mean mildew severity of 3.4% while RILs with Becker alleles at all three loci had a mildew severity of 22.3% (Liu et al., 2001). Nevertheless, results from the current study are in agreement with Liu et al. (2001) in that the QTL on chromosome 1B contributes little to overall mildew resistance. Selection for the single Massey QTL on chromosome 1B with marker Xpsp3100 gave RILs with a mean powdery mildew severity of 6.5% while RILs carrying the Becker allele had a mean mildew severity of 10.9%. Furthermore, the two QTL combinations of chromosome 1B with 2A and 1B with 2B in the BM RIL populations were less effective in selecting for mildew resistance than RILs carrying only the QTL on chromosome 2A (Liu et al., 2001).

In summary, this study demonstrates that microsatellite markers identified in original mapping populations can be applied to MAS in breeding populations comprised of parental lines derived from the original resistance source. Microsatellite markers for three QTL for APR to powdery mildew identified in a Becker by Massey mapping population (Liu et al., 2001) were efficiently used for MAS selection in a UJ RIL breeding population. Although the QTL effects observed in the original mapping population and the applied breeding population varied in magnitude, the current study demonstrated that selection for two QTL (located on chromosome 2A and 2B) were
effective in identifying RILs having high levels of APR to powdery mildew in the UJ breeding population. However, combining all three QTL may ensure greater durability of APR, on the basis that resistance conferred by QTL on chromosome 2A and 1B are genetically stable across all environments tested in this study.
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Table 1. Seedling reactions of parental lines USG 3209 (APR possessing parent), Jaypee (moderately susceptible parent), Massey (APR source of USG 3209), and Becker (susceptible check with no known resistance genes) tested with *B. graminis* isolates used for adult-plant greenhouse screening tests.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Isolates Used for Greenhouse Screening Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E3-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USG 3209</td>
<td>av(^a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaypee</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massey</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becker</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) av=avirulent, v = virulent
Table 2. Seedling reactions to a set of powdery mildew differentials containing genes *Pm1*- *Pm8* and *Pm17* screened with bulked *B. graminis* isolates used in the adult-plant greenhouse screening test. Also reaction of wheat lines used to increase powdery mildew inoculum containing known *Pm* genes in the greenhouse experiment are listed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Powdery Mildew Resistance Genes</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chancellor</td>
<td>No known resistance genes</td>
<td>v&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axminster</td>
<td><em>Pm 1</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coker68-15*7/CI 13836</td>
<td><em>Pm 1</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ulka</td>
<td><em>Pm 2</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asosan</td>
<td><em>Pm 3a</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chul</td>
<td><em>Pm 3b</em></td>
<td>av</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonora</td>
<td><em>Pm 3c</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coker68-15*6/Sonora</td>
<td><em>Pm 3c</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coker68-15*6/Trit</td>
<td><em>Pm 3c</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michigan Amber</td>
<td><em>Pm 3f</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuma</td>
<td><em>Pm 4a</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coker68-15*5/Yuma</td>
<td><em>Pm 4a</em></td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coker68-15*5/Kapli</td>
<td><em>Pm 4a</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ronos</td>
<td><em>Pm 4b</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
<td><em>Pm 5</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C747</td>
<td><em>Pm 6</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transac</td>
<td><em>Pm 7</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coker68-15*7/Transac</td>
<td><em>Pm 7</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federation/Kavkaz</td>
<td><em>Pm 8</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amigo</td>
<td><em>Pm 17</em></td>
<td>av</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Wheat Lines for Increasing Inoculum**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lines</th>
<th>Powdery Mildew Resistance Genes</th>
<th>Reaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wakefield</td>
<td><em>Pm1</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saluda</td>
<td><em>Pm3a</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roane</td>
<td><em>Pm4a</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pocahontas</td>
<td><em>Pm4b</em></td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massey</td>
<td>No known seedling resistance genes</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becker</td>
<td>No known seedling resistance genes</td>
<td>v</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> av = avirulent, v = virulent, m = mixed reaction
Fig. 1  Linkage maps of wheat chromosomes 1B, 2B, and 2A developed from UJ RIL population. Black blocked areas on the linkage group represent QTL positions.
Fig. 2. Histogram of mean powdery mildew disease severity in the field (2002 and 2003) and 2004 greenhouse screening of the 293 RILs derived from the cross of UJ.
Fig. 3. Distribution of AUDPC values calculated for powdery mildew severity in the 2004 greenhouse screening. Powdery mildew severity of the two parents is noted by arrows.
Table 3. One-way ANOVA to verify molecular markers associated with APR to powdery mildew in UJ RILs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker</th>
<th>Chrom&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>2002 Field Severity&lt;sup&gt;F&lt;sub&gt;5:6&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>2003 Field Severity&lt;sup&gt;F&lt;sub&gt;6:7&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>2004 GH&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; Severity&lt;sup&gt;F&lt;sub&gt;7:8&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>2004 GH AUDPC&lt;sup&gt;F&lt;sub&gt;7:8&lt;/sub&gt;&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>df&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>R&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>df</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xbar15</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>248</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm304</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xbar353b</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>=0.003</td>
<td>288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm501</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm47</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>27.9</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm191</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm259</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xbar80</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>≤0.001</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> = Chromosome  
<sup>b</sup> = Degrees freedom of error  
<sup>c</sup> = Coefficient of determination  
<sup>d</sup> = Greenhouse
Table 4. Average mildew severity values of RILs in the UJ population selected by single and flanking SSR markers for each QTL. A value in the same column followed by the same letter is not significantly different ($p \leq 0.05$) on the basis of pairwise comparisons ($t$ test).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Marker(s)</th>
<th>Chrom. $^a$</th>
<th>Genotypes of $F_{6:7}$ Plants$^b$</th>
<th>n$^c$</th>
<th>Mean Severity 2002 Field Data ($F_{5:6}$)</th>
<th>Mean Severity 2003 Field Data ($F_{6:7}$)</th>
<th>Mean Severity 2004 GH$^d$ ($F_{7:8}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm304</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>$M_1M_1$</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>7.3ab</td>
<td>6.3a</td>
<td>10.1a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$m_1m_1$</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>12.8c</td>
<td>11.7c</td>
<td>14.8b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xbar353b</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>$M_2M_2$</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>9.7bc</td>
<td>8.3b</td>
<td>11.5a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$m_2m_2$</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>14.0cd</td>
<td>13.3cd</td>
<td>18.7c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm191</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>$M_3M_3$</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>6.5a</td>
<td>6.4a</td>
<td>12.2ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$m_3m_3$</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>13.3cd</td>
<td>11.1c</td>
<td>12.7b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm501</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>$M_4M_4$</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>6.7a</td>
<td>6.3a</td>
<td>11.2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$m_4m_4$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>17.0d</td>
<td>14.3d</td>
<td>15.0b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm259</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>$M_5M_5$</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>8.5b</td>
<td>6.5a</td>
<td>10.4a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$m_5m_5$</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>12.2c</td>
<td>11.1c</td>
<td>13.9b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xbar80</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>$M_6M_6$</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>8.1b</td>
<td>6.3a</td>
<td>10.2a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$m_6m_6$</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>12.2c</td>
<td>11.0c</td>
<td>14.4b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm304+Xbar353b</td>
<td>2A</td>
<td>$M_1M_1M_2M_2$</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>7.1a</td>
<td>6.0a</td>
<td>10.0a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$m_1m_1m_2m_2$</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15.7d</td>
<td>15.9d</td>
<td>19.7c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm191+Xgwm501</td>
<td>2B</td>
<td>$M_3M_3M_4M_4$</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>5.8a</td>
<td>5.8a</td>
<td>12.2ab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$m_3m_3m_4m_4$</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>17.7d</td>
<td>14.4d</td>
<td>14.9b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xgwm259+Xbar80</td>
<td>1B</td>
<td>$M_5M_5M_6M_6$</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>7.1a</td>
<td>6.0a</td>
<td>10.3a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$m_5m_5m_6m_6$</td>
<td>111</td>
<td>12.7c</td>
<td>11.8c</td>
<td>15.1b</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ = Chromosome  
$^b$ = 'M' marker allele from USG 3209 (resistant); 'm' marker allele from Jaypee (susceptible)  
$^c$ = Number of $F_{6:7}$ UJ lines  
$^d$ = Greenhouse
Fig. 4. QTL for APR on chromosomes 2A, 1B, and 2B effects on AUDPC for RILs selected by MAS in the 2004 greenhouse experiment. ‘M’ refers to the resistant marker allele from USG 3209 and ‘m’ refers to the marker allele from the susceptible parent Jaypee.
Fig. 5. Mean powdery mildew severity data from two field and one greenhouse experiments grouped by flanking markers for QTL on chromosomes 2A, 2B, and 1B simultaneously. U and J represent USG 3209 and Jaypee alleles at the QTL. Flanking markers Xgwm304 and Xbar353b; Xgwm501 and Xgwm191 and; Xgwm259 and Xbar80 are represented by 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Numbers in the parenthesis indicate the number of RILs with combined QTL. Values of mean mildew severities in an experiment (2002, 2003, 2004) followed by the same letter are not significantly different ($p \leq 0.05$) on the basis of a pairwise comparison ($t$ test).
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